Exponent Completes Phase Two Of First Responder Mobile Authentication with OPACITY Project

NEW: Identity Proofing and Verification Use Cases Discussion Group (IDPV Use Cases DG)

DG will gather use cases from organizations that perform or require identity assurance. The DG will then create a Report containing the use cases, which can be analyzed to produce functional requirements for identity assurance, and contributed into the ISO/IEC/ITU-T Study Period to collect and document the Cases for final Assurance Framework.

At the ISSE conference, OpenConsent Group founder Mark Lizar opened Kantara's 1 hour session with a presentation case study of Operationalising Privacy, With Security & Surveillance, followed by Oscar Santolalla from Ubisecure walking the audience through Kantara's Consent Receipt Interoperability Project, and finishing with "The Rhythm of Kantara" orientation presented by Executive Director, Colin Wallis.

Upcoming Events

Think. Digital Identity for Government
November 29, 2018
London, UK.

Think. Digital Identity for Government is the first public sector-directed conference following the announcement of the troubled Gov.UK Verify program's final contracts and future re-baselining. It will feature a range of speakers from the private and public sectors including Kantara's Executive Director Colin Wallis and Cheryl Stevens, DWP Digital's Deputy Director, Identity & Trust. A lively and informed debate is guaranteed - not to be missed!

Kantara members receive £50 off the private sector ticket price by emailing matt.stanley@thinkdigitalpartners.com using reference: Kant11.2018. Tickets are free to public sector attendees.

Data Privacy, Management, and Security Solution Partner Jamboree
November 30, 2018
IBM London, UK.

Attention European members: The IBM Data Privacy, Management, and Security Solution Partner Jamboree is an event focusing on practical solutions and implementation for data privacy under the new GDPR and other data related regulations. Technology Solution Companies can showcase products to IBM, The Trust Bridge, and IBM's key distribution partners with a view to developing alliance partnerships. Executive Director Colin Wallis will be included in a panel of experienced Chief Technology Officers, Chief Information Security Officers and Data Privacy Specialists.

Ticket price has been reduced by over 30%. Get new discount code for Kantara Members here. Get full agenda View Full Events Calendar

Kantara Community News

The All Member Ballot changes to the 800-63-3 Service Assessment Criteria documents passed unanimously.

Many Kantara members presented at the Internet Identity Workshop. Session topics included:

- UMA from Oath's George Fletcher and Adrian Gropper from HIE of One
- Consent Receipt from Andrew Hughes, ITIM Consulting
- Check out Andrew's musings on Consent Receipt's work plan for next year here.
- Related Consent Receipt activities and ideas from IDmachines' Sal D'Agostino, Tom Jones, Mary Hodder, and digi.me's Jim Pasquale, Jim Fournier and Steve Hutchinson

Member Reminder

Welcome to our newest members Airside Mobile and individual member Silvia Knittl. Airside Mobile is a digital ID platform that easily and securely allows individuals to protect and share their personal information. Thank you for becoming a member of Kantara Initiative.

A friendly reminder for all renewing members to pay their dues on time. Thank you to Qroot Consulting, TELUS, USPS, Kuma.pro, and individual member Salvatore D’Agostino for renewing your Kantara membership!
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